
Favorite teacher walkthrough (WIP)

Note:

If you are new player - please look at Short guide for beginners

If you are looking for help with plot - just click on the name of the girl in the Plot section and
look for the answer. Or just search what the tip says and you find your answer.

Cheers!



Short guide for beginners

(Made and upgraded by Korum and Tor7)

First of all there are two resources necessary for a successful game: character stats and
money. It’s highly recommended to make your stats at least 4-5 before starting digging
deep into character questlines.

Strength. There are two ways to level up your strength: gym and sport field. There are 2
ways to unlock the gym: to do Lucy quest or more preferably one. Go to the beach and do
Olivia's first quest,after which the gym will be unlocked.

When you unlock the gym, you can work out there for 5 days and it'll upgrade your Stamina.

As for the stadium you can run there every day between lessons (12 a.m break).

Strength will help you also to upgrade stamina.

Stamina.Need for every action, especially for interactions with girls.

You can level up your stamina values by higher stats of strength(10 per lvl) or by
meditating in the bedroom or at the beach(+20) after meditating for 7 days.

For stamina restoration to normal full amount you can eat at the cafe or at school
canteen($30).

You can drink coffee at school (restores 10 stamina) or drink coffee at home + taking
shower(which restores 20 stamina)

Intelligence. Upgraded by reading books at home(laptop) or library(when you build it).

Charisma. Can grow up by watching TV in the living room or reading books about
charisma in your bedroom.

Boldness. Growing up by walking in the park at night. Be careful, sometimes it can be
dangerous.

Can also be level up in the bar(+1) but at the price of charisma. Though it will be restored
to normal after sleeping.

There are also a lot of items that can upgrade your skills (like shorts or rings).



Some of them can be found in Imagination reflections and some in Achievements store.
So don’t forget to look there and spend achievement points on it.

Once you get around 150 stamina you can skip the shower/coffee in the morning. Just
meditate and skip right to school. Also, there are some events that are triggered in the
morning, so be sure to look around every once in a while.

Upgrade the school when you can. It makes it easier to get your skills up faster.

Money. There are 2 ways to gain money - main work and additional work.

Main work. To make money you should teach lessons. You gain 30 $ at start, but gain
every +20 $ for raising qualification. To raise qualification you should do Clara’s tasks (+
50 $ reward for each approximately).

Additional work

There are a few ways to spend additional money.

School - Clara’s tasks and additional lessons(+20 $) and school surveillance (+10 $)

Cafe - 8$ by default + More depending on your charisma attribute

Home - taking orders by laptop. Price depends on your level of intelligence.



Plot section

Angela
Clara
Lucy
Lexi
Naomi
Veronica
Olivia
Amber
Bella
Fiona



Angela
Tip: Angela has mentioned that she takes a taxi to work in the morning.
You should get off at Street Raw-Road between 7.50 and 8.00 a.m. and select the item to
talk to Angela. Then lend her $ 20.

Tip: Would Angela have dinner with me?
You should be in the kitchen after 7.20 p.m. and select join her. Further in the conversation,
try to be a good boy and compliment her cooking.

Tip: Angela spends some time getting ready for bed every night.
You should go to the Mall and buy wine there, and then prepare dinner for Angela. You can
also wait for the evening and help Angela prepare dinner. After that, go to her room after 9
p.m. and in the conversation, select ask about her job.

Tip: Based on our past conversations, a dress might be a gift that she would enjoy.
You should go to Imagination Reflection and buy a dress, and after 9 p.m. Go to Angela's
room and select give her dress.

Tip: We planned on watching a movie together on Saturday.
You should wait until Saturday and 8 p.m. and then the living room will go. And then in a
conversation, tell the truth about which movie you are going to watch.

Tip: There's something about the photo studio that she worked at that she doesn't
like.
You should go to the Mall in Studio Rose at any time.

Tip: Angela may express her art without clothes after being exposed to more lustful
situations.
Now you should raise Lust Lvl to at least 1.

Tip: If I'm serious about this photo shoot idea, I should invest in a Photo camera.
I need to go to Studio Rose and buy a camera there. Get ready to spend $ 200!

Tip: It might be easier to talk Angela into a photo session if I bring some alcohol to
her in the evening.
You should buy alcohol (whiskey) and go to Angela's room at 6 p.m.

Tip: She prefers for these photo sessions to happen in the evening.
The same thing should be repeated. 6 p.m. - Angela's room.

Tip: She's expressed interest in continuing with our photo shoots.
The same thing should be repeated. 6 p.m. - Angela's room.

Tip: Recently, Angela goes somewhere after lunch. I should find her.
Head to heaven bar using the metro between 4 and 6 p.m. and talk to Angela there.



Tip: I have to find information about Angela's boyfriend. I must begin by thoroughly
searching her room.
You should search Angela's room when she is at work and find out who her boyfriend is.

Tip: Now I know what Angela's boyfriend looks like and what places he frequents. It's
time to take him once and for all.
Head to the park between 12:30 and 4 p.m. Look for Angela's boyfriend will be available to
you. It is advisable to pump the power more than 7 before that.



Clara
1) Acquaintance
In the beginning, you should just get to know Klara. This quest is automatically activated and
requires no effort on your part.
Tip: I need to introduce myself to the class I've been assigned to.
Just wait until the next day and go to school. The task is activated automatically.
2) Quests
Tip: Clara mentioned that she wanted me to stop by her office.
After you have done your first lesson, you should go to Clara's office (after 12 or 3 p.m.). The
dialog will start automatically.

Tip: I have to find out what tasks our school faces. I need to talk to Clara as soon as
possible.
After the previous conversation, just talk to Clara again. Clara - Talk with her - What are our
tasks?

3) Help with the car
This task is automatically activated if you asked Klara What are our tasks?
To do this, get off at Street Raw-Road between 8 and 8.20 A.M
After you agree to help Klara, you will have two options: either an inspect car or a call tow
truck. Please note that in order for you to have the inspect car option, you must have tools
and intellect 5 or more.
If you follow the call tow truck path, then you will be presented with the choice of call taxi or
ride by subway. In the first choice, you will only spend money, but in the second, if you have
boldness of 4 and higher, then you will open the touch her ass option, which will add a little
lust for Clara.

4) Help with papers
Tip: I helped Clara with car. Maybe it`s time offer my help again? Guess I should do it
in the morning before classes?
You should be in the school lobby between 8 and 8.25 a.m and select look at the crowd.

After that, go to the office and find there a thank you letter from Michael. You will have the
choice to accept or not accept the letter. If you want to get on a successful branch with
Clara, then in no case take money. This is one of two important points.

Tip: I should ask Clara about "visiting week".
As soon as you finish the lessons, you will automatically talk to Klara and she will ask you to
fill out the papers.

Tip: Clara asked me to help her with papers. Looks like it very important to her. I
should visit Lucy, Sophia and Linda.

First, head to Sofia (Math class) between 12 a.m and 4 p.m. After that, go to Canteen
between 12 a.m and 4 p.m and find Lucy. After that you can go to Linda.



Tip: Papers are filled. I need to bring it to Clara`s office.
Head to the director`s office between 8 a.m. to 4 p.m

5) Michael's betrayal

Tip: Clara is grateful for my help. Let`s talk with her tomorrow after lessons, maybe
the there is more I can do.
You need to go to the second floor between 3 and 5 p.m and select talk to Clara.

Tip: I need to figure out what is going on in school.
Starts automatically. This is where you have to make a choice. Please note that if your
charisma is less than three, then you will not be able to select and see the option lie to him.
Please note: the accept his offer option is the second important choice for determining the
further path with Klara.

Accept his offer

If you choose accept his offer, then when talking with Сlara you will have 2 options: Students
or Speakers (if your Charisma is 4 or more)

6) Students (Accept his offer)
Tip: I decided to tell Clara that it were students. But tomorrow I should name them.
You need to go to the director's office between 8 and 8.30 a.m. and select the item talk about
the report.
After you, you should choose from the students, to whom you will shift all the responsibility
When you have selected them, then go to your office and click on the item talk with
(student`s name)
Depending on who you chose and your skills, you will have several options available

Monica
1) Tell the truth (Charisma> 4)
The best option, but requires certain skills.
2) Bribe her
You negotiate with Monica, but spend a little money in return.
3) Threat
There is nothing that good old blackmail cannot solve

Veronica
1) Tell the truth
If you are telling Veronica the truth, you should go to the park in the evening and talk with
cobe - buy some weeds.
Then you should go to the second floor between 8 and 9 a.m. and choose to give weed to
Veronica.

2) Lie to her



Veronica understood everything, but no problem.

7) Air conditioner
Tip: Everything was solved with student. Time to find little distraction in a work.
You should head to your class between 8 and 9 a.m. and select the Why so noisy item.
Clara's house has two options: make her coffee and make something special. For the
special option, you must have a box of chocolates and whiskey.
8) Sucess
Tip: Clara asked me for a ball at 3 p.m. I`m waiting for it with interest.
You should arrive at the school hall between 3 and 4 p.m. and select visit ball.
From what decisions you have made about Michael, so events will develop further.
If you accept Michael`s money or accept his offer, then you will be automatically transferred
to the Failure with Clara item. If not, then to the item Luck with Clara.

Failure with Clara
Tip: I need to talk with Clara about what happen at ball and after it.
You should go to school on the second floor between 8 and 9 a.m. Where a very interesting
conversation will take place between you and Clara.

Tip: I need to do my work well for earning Clara`s trust!
You need to go to class and give two lessons, which will end at 3 p.m, after which the next
dialogue starts.

Tip: I need to bring this luggage to Clara's place in the evening or she will be mad for
sure.
You need to be in your room between 6 and 7 p.m.

Tip: Clara ask me to come to her place in the evening for some cosplay party.
Wish to see her in latex!
You need to go to the home corridor and select go to clara.

Good luck with Clara
Tip: Not everything went well at the ball. I need to restore Clara`s trust! Maybe I can
figure something out in the morning?
You should go home and get a good night's sleep, and then go to school in the morning.

Tip: Clara isn't looking so well after yesterday. I need to help her before sponsors will
come! So here is my plan: talk with Linda, buy some stuff in the mall and prepare a
special cocktail!
After speaking with Linda and visiting the store (automatic), you should go to the kitchen and
prepare a cocktail there.

Tip: Clara is in normal condition again. What about sponsors? Need to talk with her
about it.

You should do a few lessons and after 3 p.m go to the second floor and select Check how is
Clara



Tip: Clara is sad. I want to make her happier. Maybe ask around the school?
You should head to Street Raw-Road between 7 a.m. and 8 a.m.

Tip: I`ve found what can make Clara happier. Need to visit library after lesson and ask
about book.
After the first lesson (12 a.m.), go to the second floor and select the Buy book for Clara item.
After that, you will have the choice to buy or rent a book, but this will not affect the final too
much.

Tip: Picnic was some extragreat! Better to check Clara in the morning.
In the morning, go to Clara's office and select ask about her feelings.

Tip: I want to see Clara as soon as possible. Without witnesses.
Do two lessons and after 3 p.m. on the second floor, select Check Clara again

Tip: Strange voice called me again. Should talk with Clara about it in the morning.
In the morning (after 8 a.m.) go to Street Raw-road and select check your phone. After that,
you will have access n the choice to support Clara or to become the headmaster himself.



Lucy

A meeting
Head to school early in the morning and you will meet Lucy immediately.

Tip: I`ve met a wonderful woman called Lucy. I`m waiting for our meeting in the
canteen.

After the first lesson (12 a.m), go to the canteen, where you choose the wait for Lucy item.

Tip: Lucy was upset. Does my advice helped her? I need to find out. Guess best time
will be after lessons.

You will have to wait until the end of the lessons at 3 p.m, after which you will go to the
second floor and select the check Lucy's success option.

Tip: We decided to drink coffee in the morning. Glad that she is happy! I need to meet
her at her class.
The next morning (8 a.m. to 8.30 a.m) go to the second floor and choose to go to lucy. There
you will notice that Lucy cannot enter the office. Based on your skills, you can choose from
several options and still open the doors for Lucy in the end.

Tip: I`ve helped Lucy to deal with her problem. It's coffee time! But after lessons.
It's easy enough! Wait 12 a.m. and then on the second floor select visit Lucy. After enough

Tip: I`ve learned a lot about Lucy. What a great woman.I should call her in the
morning.
After 7 a.m. in your room, select call Lucy. After that, you will have to talk to Angela, and
then go to Lucy's house and solve some of her problems.

Tip: Trouble with carriage was solved. I should visit Lucy at her home at 7.30 p.m
You should head to Lucy's house on Street York-Road between 7 and 8 p.m. and select
Dinner with Lucy.

Tip: I need to talk with Lucy about us. I think the canteen will be the best catch.
After a pleasant date, you should visit Lucy at canteen, the place where you first dated. You
should get there

Tip: Looks like we have another date. I should be ready for it and pick Lucy by 5.30
p.m.
You should head to Lucy's house between 5 and 6 p.m. and enjoy your date.

Tip: Our date hasn`t gone so well. It was kinda strange ... I need to talk with somebody
in school about it.
Go the next morning (between 8 and 8.30 a.m.) to the school lobby and select think about
your date. This will talk to Linda and give some thought to what happened on the date.



Tip: I need to find out what happened on our date. Second date will be great. Have to
talk with Lucy after lessons.
Head over to your class and select try to focus.

Tip: I need to find out what happened on our date. Second date will be great. Have to
talk with Lucy after lessons.
After speaking with Lucy, head to the park between 4 and 5 p.m. and select the wait for Lucy
item.

Tip: Lucy hasn`t come, but I`ve met strange and dangerous man. Who is it? Is Lucy
sick? Better to ask our nurse.
After strange events that happened to you, you should find out the answers to the questions.
To do this, head to school between 8 and 8.30 a.m. and select whats wrong with Lucy.
After you persuade the nurse to help you, she will tell you the truth about Lucy's condition
and you will have a choice to help Lucy or refuse.
If you refuse, the storyline with Lucy ends.
If you chose to help Lucy, then we are waiting for you next date, congratulations!

Tip: Lets see what evening with Lucy will bring to me! 6 p.m will be awesome!
Date not waiting! You should be at Lucy's house between 6 and 7 p.m.

Tip: Lucy was great. Hope she will remember that! But better to check in the morning.
From the very morning (between 7 and 8 a.m.) being in your room - select the visit Lucy
item. After several events, you agree to pick up Lucy after school.

Tip: I should pick up Lucy after classes.
Finish your lessons and after 3 p.m. go to math class and choose to walk with Lucy.

Tip: I hope Lucy will remember my dick! Better to check up!
You should be between 7 and 8 a.m. select visit Lucy in your room.

Tip: Lucy doesn`t remember me. I need to think about it. Maybe lessons will help me?
You need to complete all lessons by 3 p.m. , after which the event starts automatically.

Tip: I need to find out more about Lucy`s daily routine. Teachers should be a great
help. But that secretary can be useful too ...

First you should go to the english class and ask Sophia about Lucy. Then you can go to
Linda, but it is better to do this by buying chocolate from All in one. Now you can go back to
Linda!

Tip: Looks like Lucy like to go the gym after lessons a lot. Should I go with her?
You need to go to Lucy's class after lessons and talk to her by selecting the ask about gym
item.

Tip: The training at gym was fun. I need to find sport bottle for Lucy.



You should enter the Achievement shop and buy a sports bottle there. Then talk to Lucy in
her office after 3 p.m.

Tip: Looks like Lucy is taking some pills. I need to figure it out about it.
You need to be between 8 and 8.20 a.m. in your room and select write to Lucy.



Lexi

Main tips for Lexi’s questline: if you want to see more interactions with Lexi - make
your boldness as high as possible.

If you want to unlock Naomi questline you should follow Lexi questline  until the
treason quest.

Tip: I don’t know anything about Lexi yet. Well except she’s a nice girl.

You need to wait until 3 p.m and pick the “overhear them” option on the second floor.

Tip: I’ve heard that Lexi will be at PE lesson. Maybe I should suggest Clara my help
about replacement.

Just go to the director’s office after first lesson at 12 a.m and pick “Help with the
replacement”

Tip: I should talk with Lexi about her behaviour. Guess it’s better to do it after my
classes.

You should talk with Lexi inside the biology room after 3 p.m.

Tip: Better to forget about Lexi for time. I need to help Clara with preparing contest.
Better to do this in the morning.

Better to go and speak with Clara at her office between 8 and 9 a.m

Tip: I have a strange feeling about Lexi . Need to throw these thoughts away. Park at
the evening will fit my purpose.

You can go to the park right after lessons (from 4 p.m) or any time before 7 p.m.

Tip: I need to talk with Lexi what happened. My class is the best place for that after 3
p.m.

You should talk with Lexi inside the biology room after 3 p.m.



Tip: Sometimes it’s better just to rest at home and current will bring you to the right
place. My will bring me to my bed for sure.

You should pick the option “have rest” between 5 p.m and 8 p.m.

Tip: I need to follow my own advice to Lexi. Let’s run few laps at Street York-Road at
the morning.

You should go to the Street York-Road between 10 and 11 a.m. and choose the “run few
laps” variant.

Tip: The situation with shower was too excited. I need to distract myself with
something. Maybe laptop?

Simply go to your bedroom and there you will find the option “Check laptop for relaxing ”.

Tip: I should wait for Lexi near her home before the birthday. Better not to be later
than  11 a.m. or it can be worse.

Just go to her house before 11 a.m.

Tip: The birthday was great . I should call Lexi to find out how is she feeling about
this.

You just need to go to your bedroom from 10 a.m to 10 p.m and call her.

Tip: Maybe it worth visit Lexi’s home now?

Go to Lexi's home at Street York-Road.

Tip: Clara wants to speak with me again. I hope it’s not about me and Lexi…

Go to the second floor before the first lesson or before 12 a.m.



Tip: I should meet Lexi at the beach at 4 p.m.

Go to the beach between 4 and 5 p.m. and choose “Wait for Lexi” variant.

Attention!!! This is “treason” quest, so your choice will be permanent. If you choose
to agree to Naomi's offer, Lexi’s quest will be over. If you refuse it then Lexi’s quest
will continue .But Naomi’s will be over.

Tip: I’m worrying about commission. It’s better to wait with relations with Lexi.

Just go to biology class before the first lesson and choose “wait for commission”.

Tip: New date in the park with Lexi will be perfect. Better to do this after classes.

Go to the park between 4 and 5 p.m. There will be option walk with Lexi.



Naomi

Tip: I need to tell Lexi that we are breaking up and I chose Naomi. Sweet Naomi…

Wait until the end of the lessons (3 p.m) go to your class and choose to break up with Lexi.

Tip: I wonder if Naomi feeling the same way as I. Need to talk with her in the evening.

Go to the Street York-Road between 6 and 7 p.m., there will be option “Talk with Naomi”

Tip: Evening was great. I wonder what will be next? I should focus on work now.

You should wait for the end of the lessons (12 a.m or 3 p.m) and pick the “What is present ”
line.

Tip: Naomi told me about surprise. I wonder what is this. Better to buy her some
flowers.

It is simple, just go to the Mall and the All in one store and buy flowers.

Tip: I want to protect Naomi with price of my life.  But for now…Let’s wait a while.

Just go to your bedroom and wait until 10 p.m.

Tip: I’m glad that Naomi is safe. But maybe I should made a present for her?

Just go to the All in one store(Mall) after 3 p.m.

Depend on your choice you will have sexual scene or not. You should buy lingerie for
sexual scene.

Tip: Naomi and I are very happy. I should spend more time with her.

Visit Street York-Road and choose “Stay with Naomi”.



Tip: I should meet Naomi at her home at 5 p.m

Visit Naomi’s home at 5p.m at Street York-Road.

Tip: I wonder what happen if I stay a little longer at Street Raw-Road

Go to the Street Raw- Road between 4 and 6 p.m.



Veronica

Attention! To start Veronica's questline you must have the library unlocked.

Tip: I’ve hear Veronica like reading very much. Maybe I should open library at school?

You better have 800 $ and after that go to Linda (reception) and ask for upgrading school.
And buy a library. After that “special lesson” option will be available for you.

Tip: Veronica wasn’t at my lessons. I should ask Clara about it.

Go to Clara’s office after lessons  and ask about Veronica(12 a.m.  or 3 p.m.)

Tip:Veronica can be at the library. Should check it.

Go to  Street York- Road and find the library there. Enter it and choose the “looking for
Veronica” option.

Tip: I need to check if Veronica come to my lessons.

You should stay at biology class after 3 p.m there will option “Veronica issue”.

Tip:Better to ask Lucy about Veronica.

Go to Math class between 3 and 4 p.m. and ask about Veronica.

Tip: I need to think about what I saw. Morning in my room will be best.

There will be a “Think about locker” option between 7 and 8 a.m. in your room.

Tip: Let’s check if Veronica come to my home.

In your room there will be an option to wait for Veronica after 6 p.m.



Tip: I need to walk at the park in the night.

Click the “Situation with Veronica” variant after 10 p.m.

Tip: Better to talk with Veronica about drugs.

Just wait in your bedroom.



Monica

Tip: Monica looks like a wonderful girl. She is like sea waves. I should go on the
beach after lessons, I feel…

Go after lessons(3 p.m - 5 p.m) to the beach and pick “Listen to the waves”.

Tip: Monica is suffering during her last at the beach. Maybe a little talk with her will be
enough? After lessons I guess.

Talk with Monica at the second floor between 3 and 4 p.m. Pick up option “Watch after
students”.

Tip: I should follow Monica to the beach. Had a bad feeling about that…

Go to the beach between 3 and 6 p.m and choose “wait for cheerleaders”

Tip: Monica was safely delivered home. She needs some rest. Hell, I need it too.

Wait until 10 p.m. in your bedroom and after that think about Monica.

Tip:That dream was so real. I need to check if Monica alright after lessons.

Go the Street Raw-Road after 4 p.m and visit Monica’s house.

Tip: Monica’s show was exciting. I need to think about it at home.

Go to your bedroom and choose “think about Monica” option.

Tip: I need to talk with Monica after lessons.

Go to the second floor after lessons (3 p.m.) and pick “Wait for Monica” - she will be there.

Attention! Choice at this quest may end Monica’s storyline(at the moment),so if you
want it to continue you should choose “Stop her”



Tip: I decided to train Monica at home.

Just go to Monica’s house after 4 p.m.

Tip: Training was so hot. I need to think about Monica at my bedroom…

Go to your bedroom and choose the variant “Fantasy about Monica”.

Tip:Maybe Monica need some rest? Need to think about it. My room is the best place.

Go to your room at any time.

Tip: I need to ask Monica for a date.

Just go to Monica’s house after 4 p.m.

Tip: I should choose a place for our date with Monica. Laptop will be great help.

Visit your favourite bedroom and pick the “Choose place for date”.

Tip: I need to pick up Monica at 7 p.m. at her home.

Go to Monica’s house at 7 p.m. Simple as that.

Tip: The date was great. Should discuss it with Monica.

Visit Monica’s house after lessons (4 p.m or later)



Olivia

Tip: Looks like Olivia decided to go to the tennis court. Where it can be? In park
maybe?

Go to the park after 3 p.m. There will be the option “Looking for court”.

Tip: I need to visit Olivia at the gym.

Go to the Mall and pick “Gym new body”. After that, pick up and talk with the receptionist.

Tip: I need to think what I saw in the gym, before talk with Olivia again. Good food
should help.

Of course you should visit the cafe at Street York-Road between 4 p.m and 7 p.m. Just
choose “No way…”

Tip: Better to check Olivia at gym.

It’s time for the second visit to Olivia. Visit gym at the Mall and choose “Train with Olivia”.

Tip: I should visit Olivia’s home. It’s on the 5th ave.

Go to the 5th ave and check the “Visit Olivia” option.



Bella

Tip: I’ve met Bella in the hospital. Don’t expect her to see in such place. Maybe I
should talk with her in the wards?

Just go to the second floor of the hospital and visit the Wards section. After that, pick “Talk
with her” variant.

Tip: Well, Bella is ready for a little fun. I should look for some present in the Mall for
her.

Visit Mall and pick “Look for Bella’s present”

Tip: Bella is worrying about something. I should check her at the second floor.

Time to return to the hospital to the second floor and to choose the “Talk with Bella” variant.



Amber

Tip: Amber looks like a very sexy woman. Maybe it’s worth to visit her again?

Go to the fifth ave and after that choose “Looks strange…”

Tip: I wonder why so many reporters in the hospital. Should I check TV?

Visit your living room and check “Watch news”.



Fiona
To start her storyline you should finish Clara’s quests (At least first two). After that, go to the
canteen between 12 and 14 o’clock and choose Eat alone.

Fiona looks like a smart and cute girl. I should drink cola and check her blog at home
in the evening.

Go to your room and between 5 and 10 p.m  choose Check student’s blog

Looks like this girl is very talented. I should talk to her. Maybe near reception. Don't
want to push her.
Go to reception or Linda between 10 a.m and 2 p.m. and choose a variant talk with girl.

Fiona told me that they have a fan-club, named by me. Should follow her to the
second floor.
Just go to the second floor and choose the variant Follow Fiona.

Fiona begged me to fuck her,but is Sophia behind this? Need to talk with the teacher
before lessons.
Quest will start automatically when you wake up in the morning. After that go to the second
floor between 8 and 9 a.m. and choose Talk to Sophia.

Sophia told me that I can bang club girls anytime I want. Sounds like a great deal!
It starts right after talking with Sophia, so just go to the corridor on the second floor.

Club’s girls are great. But I need to talk with Fiona. I’m pretty sure she will be at
reception.
Go to the reception and  choose talk with Fiona. After that between 3 and 6 p.m.wait for her
at your room.

Well, banging Fiona was extremely great. Need to talk with her about it in the morning.
Go to the kitchen in the morning.

Have to meet with Fiona on the second floor.
Go to the second floor between 8 a.m and 8.30 a.m

We decided to see each other again after lessons (after 3 p.m).
You need to be at your class between 2.50 p.m. and 4.20 p.m

I’ve dealt with aggressive teen and brought Fiona home. Hope she will be alright.
Maybe I should check her page in the evening?
You should be at your room between 8 and 10 p.m and choose check her page.


